Chapter 20

Bootstrap, jackknife, and
permutation tests
As likelihood requires us to believe the probability model of evolution, it m ay unde restima te the amount of uncertainty abou t the tree. It would be desirable to
ha ve a less parametric approach to testi ng p hylogenies. Bootstrap, jackknife, and
randomization tests are one way to be less dependent on a comple te pa rametric modeL They use empirical information about the var iatio n from character to
character in evolutionary processes. A second reason for using these resamplin g
teclUliques is that they allow us to infer the variabili ty of parameters in models
that are too cOll1plex for easy calculation of their variances.
Bootstrap and jackknife tests on phylogenies sta rted with the work of Mueller
and Ayala (1982), who used a jackknife approach to estimating the variance of
the length of a branch in a UPGMA ph ylogeny from gene frequency data. This
was followed by my own paper on the bootstrap (1985b) a nd those of Penn y
and Hend y (1985, 1986), who used rand om partitioning of the charac ters into two
halves.

The bootstrap and the jackknife
The jackknife and bootstrap are statistical techniques for empi rically estimating
the variability of an estimate. They differ, bu t are of the same fa mily of techniques.
The jackkllife, which is the older of the two, involves dropping one observation at
a time from one's sample, and calculating the estimate each ti me. The variability
of the estimate is then inferred from the ra ther small variations that this causes,
by an extrapolation. The bootstrap involves resampling from one's sa mple with
replacement, and making a Actiona I sample of the sam e size. We sta rt by giving a
general explanation of the bootstrap, and then consid er how it can be applied to
phylogenies.
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Figure 20.1: TIle bootstrap. The distribution of independent data items
is taken as an estimate of the unknown true distribution. In this case
the true distribution is a 60: 40 mixture of two normal distributions,
w ith means 7 and 14 and standard d e,·iations both 1.5. By drawing
samples of si ze 11 (in this case 11 = 150) from it and analyzi ng these,
we can approximate the kinds o f variation in OUf estimate that would
be seen if we could dra\v ne"v samples of that size from the unkno\vn
true distribution. The parameter estimated in this example is the population Inean.
The bootstrap was invented by Bradley Efro n (1979) as a general -purpose statistical tool analogous to the jackknife. Figure 20.1 shows a diagram of the method
Imagin e that w e ha ve some data points

,1'1 - ,'[2 -

:l"a .. .. . .I'll that are drawn indeper.-

dently from a distribution F (B), that depends on an unknown parameter, B. Fror
them we are computing an estimate 1( .1'1 .. t2 ..... .r,, ) of the parame ter O. We waulu.

like to know the variability of the distribu tion of these estimates. If we knew th,
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iami ly of distributions fro m w hich F came, and if the estimator t(x ) were mathema ti cally tractable, then we could kn ow the distrib ution of estimates and how
it depended on the h'ue O. For instance, w hen F (O) is a normal distribution w ith
mean () and variance 1, and t (x ) is sin1ply the sa mple mean, we know precisely
wha t the distributi on of estimates of e is for every possible value of e. (It is normal, w ith mean and variance 1/ 11 .) That helps greatly in understanding what an
estimate of 0 implies.
However, we ma y not knmv the distribution F, or the estimator t {x ) m ay not
be mathematically tractable. Efron 's insight was that in th is case, if the sample
size '/1 is sufficiently large, w e can consider the en1pirical distrib ution of data in
our sample (whjch we can call F) to estimate the true distribution F . Of course,
the overall estimate of B is not preci sely correct, but the kinds of va riation that
the collection of values.l'J . .1'2 ... .. .r " displa y should be typ ical of the variation we
\'"OtLld see in an y large sample from the true distr ibution.
We w ould like to know what variation we would see in the estimate, 1f, if we
drew new data sets of size 11 from the lmknO\Vn d istribution and analyzed them
in the same \-vay. The bootstrap infers this variation by using our current data set,
by drawing nevI' da ta sets not from F but from the empirical distribution F in
our data . Draw ing a sample of size n from the empirical distribution is the same
as drawing a sample of points .ri' ..1'] .... .7.~ fro m the existing data, drawing them
independently, and sam pling witii replacelllellt. If we instead sampled " points
without replacement, vve would simply end up drawing each p oint once, and we
wo uld back get our origulal data, although the points wo uld be in a different order.
This would not result Ul a different estimate of
But draWing w ith replacement
means that points in the orig inal data ma y be sampled different numbers of times.
ome may be sampled twice, some once, some not at all (a nd some larger numbers
of ti mes). The numbers of times each one is drawn, fYl l . rn 2: .... mil is a sample
from a multinomjal d istribution with 11 classes that have equa l probabilities of
being d rawn .
This sample x' is called a bootstmp replicnte. Each such replica te can be analyzed
using the estimator I to get (j- ~ t (x ·) . To get a picture of the va riation of the
timates (), "ve dravI7 m.any different bootstrap replicates and infer (j from each
one. The amount and kinds of variation in the resulting cloud of estimates of
'i is then taken to be typical of the kinds o f va riation we would see if we could
. . omeho,,\' sample ne'v data sets from the unknown distribution F . For many wellbehaved distributions and many well-behaved estimators t(x ) there are theorems
assuring us that this p icture of the variability of (j w ill be accurate, if " is large and
If a large number of bootstrap replicates are ta ken.

e,

e.

Bootstrapping and phylogenies
To use the bootstrap to assess the w1Certainty of our estimate of the phylogeny,
:he data should be a series of independently sampled points. We typ icall y have,
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Figure 20.2: The bootstrap for phylogenies. Sites (or characters) are
drawn independently, with replacement, with the order of species
within each column of the data n1atrix remaining the same. Data sets
wi th n characters are drawn, and each is analyzed to infer the phylogeny. The resulting sample of phylogenies should sho w approxi~
mately the same variation as a salnple obtained by collecting n new
sites for each tree.

instead, a matrix of species x characters. We cann ot consider the species to be independent samples - they come instead as tips on an unknovvn phylogeny, some
closely related to each other. Tn fact, the w hole point of our analysis is to discover
this structure. The characters (or sites) are a better candidate for being independent samples. If different characters evolve independently on the same phylogen ~-.
the y will satisfy the independence assumptions of the bootstrap, since the outcome
of evolution at each character cannot be predicted from tha t in neighboring characters. Of course, evolutionary outcomes and processes in different characters m ay
be rel ated, in which case the independence assumption is incorrect. We return this
subject later in this chapter.
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To appl y the bootstrap, we sample whole characters from the set of n charac;ers, with replacement, and do so n times. The result is a data matrix w ith the same
.... umher of species and the same number of characters as in our original data ma:::riA. Some of the original characters ma y ha ve been sampled severa l times, others
.eft out entirely. Figure 20 .2 shows the process. For each data matrix we use our

:a,·orite phylogeny method to infer the phylogeny. The method may be a parsimony, distance matrix, or likelihood method. If a distance matrix method is used,
:he resampling occurs on the original character data (or sequences) before the dis:ance matrix is computed. We end up ,·vi th a collection of different estimates of the

phvlogeny. Some methods may give us more than one estimate of the phylogeny
pa rs imony methods, for example, often find multiple trees that are tied for best).
In such cases we can consider that if 10 tied estimates are found for one bootstrap
rep licate, we consider each to be one-tenth of a tree, so that the results from that
bootstrap replicate are not overelnphasized 'w hen the trees are combined.

The delete-half jackknife
Other resampling methods are possible, and may ha ve approximately equivalent
behavio r. The delete-halfjnckkl1ife (e.g., Wu, 1986; Felsenstein, J985b) is one, which
, as many of the same properties as the bootstrap. It involves sampling, not n
illnes with replacement, but 11 / 2 times without replacement. Thus we are taking a
random h alf of the characters. Actually, if there are,. parameters being estimated
ior each sample, we are supposed to take a random fraction (n + 1" - 1)/2 of the
.:haracters. For largish /I this will not make much difference, and it is hard to know
,\-hat the value of ,. is for a phylogeny. TIle matter needs a closer examination.
One way to put the bootstrap and the delete-half jackknife into a common context is to consider them as randomly reweighting the data. Drawing a bootstrap
sample is equiv alent to putting ne w weights on the original data, with the weight
on character i being the number of times, mil that it is sampled in the bootstrap.
-\.s noted above, the ,.veights mi have a rnultinoutial distribution, w ith 11, trials and
equal probabilities for all n characters. It is not hard to show tha t the mean weight
ora charader is then 1, and the v ariance of the weight is 1 - l i n . Their coefficient
i ,·ariation (the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean) is then V I - l in,
- ·hich is nearl y 1.
A jackknife that deletes a fraction f of the characters can be thought of as
·eighting the deleted characters 0 and the included characters 1. This implies
a mean weight per character of 1 - f and a variance of f(1 - f) . The coefficient
"f yariation is then Vf!( l ';\Then f = 1/ 2 we ha ve a coefficient of variation
of L It can be shown that any random weighting scheme that achieves the same
.:oefficient of va riation ·will also approximate the bootstrap .
It is not clear whether the delete-half jackknife has any su bstantial advantages
,·er the bootstrap.
Farris et al. (1996) have advocated using a delete-lie jackknife together with
, parsimony estimate of the phylogeny (th eir "Parsimony Jackknife"). J /e is

n.
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0.36788, so this amounts to deleting substan tially fewer characters, so that gro up"

will appear to have more sllpport than they would under a delete-half jackknife
(or a bootstrap). We can evaluate this method by checking its behavior in a case
where exact computations can be done. Suppose that 'we have 100 characters
10 of which back group I, and 8 of which back group IT, these hvo groups being
incompatible. The other 82 characters do not discriminate behveen the two alternatives. We can calculate by exact enumeration of outcomes, calculating the
probability of each, that a bootstrap sample will favor the first group 0.63836
of the time, w ith a tie 0.08461 of the time. It seems fairest to count the resampling as favoring the first group half of the time when there is a tie. This will be
0.6386 + (0.0846J )/ 2 = 0.68066 of the tin1e. If we do a delete-half jackknife, the
corresponding number is 0.67555, while in a d elete-l/ e jackknife that samples 63
characters it is 0.72402. Thus the delete-half jackknife gets results much more consistent with the bootstrap.
Farris et a1. chose delete- l / e based on the behm·ior when all the support is for
group I. If hoVo characters support group I and none group II, then the probability
of favoring group I is 0.86738 for the bootstrap, 0.75253 for the d elete-half jackknife, and 0.86545 for the delete-l / e jackknife. However, this match behveen the
delete-I / e jackknife and the delete- I / e jackknife vanishes qUickly as more characters favor group II. With just a few of them, the delete-half jackknife becomes
doser to the bootstrap. Of course, if the bootstrap is to be the standard, this speaks
in favor of using it instead .

The bootstrap and jackknife for phylogenies
Once we use the bootstrap (or the jackknife) to resample characters, we will have
a cloud of trees, the results of estimating the phylogeny for each bootstrap or jackknife replicate. In the si Il1ple case of estimating a real-valued parameter, we can
make a histogram of the estimates, Hm·v are we to do this with phylogenies? They
have discrete topologies, but continuous branch lengths. We could use the bootstrap to make a histogram of branch lengths, but only if the branch in questio n
existed in all of our estimates of the phylogeny. We might then, for example, make
an interval estimate of the branch length by finding the upper 95% of the brand1
length histogram, so that we could infer a lower limit on the branch length.
If this lower LinLit were positive, 'w e ,·vould then be asserting the existence of
that branch. But suppose that the branch is missing in some of the bootstrap (or
jackknife) estimates of the phylogenies. It seems reasonable to assume that those
cases can be lumped with ones that have a zero branch length for this branch, if
we do that, then we can assign the probability P to the branch ii a fraction P of the
bootstrap (or jackkniie) replicates have the branch p resent. In cases where there
are several tjed trees in a bootstrap (or jackknife) estimate, some vlith the branch
and some w ithout, vve can count each one as conferring fractional support for the
branch. An alternative, and equi\'alent, way of looking at this is to imagine an
indicator variable that is 1 if the branch exists in the bootstrap (or jackknife) esti-
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Figure 20.3: A set of five h'ees and their majority-rule consensus tree,

with the percentage of support for each interior branch shown. Note
that the majority-rule consensus tree is not identical to any of the five
trees. Although shown here as if rooted, the trees are consid ered un-

rooted in the computation.
:nate, and 0 if it does not exist. If ,·v e make a histogram of this indicator variable,
and make an interval estimate for it by finding the upper 95% of this histogram,
;hen when the branch appears more than 95% of the time, the upper 95% confij ence interval contains only cases in which the branch is present, and so we can

?lace a P valu e of 0.95 or grea ter on the hypothesis that the branch is present.
To implement this method, we must scan through the bootstrap or jackknife
-timates of the trees, tabulating hm'" often ea ch branch occurs. We are only inter-

ested in ones that occur a large fraction of the time. If we have many branches that
lYe of interest to us, keeping track of all of this is a tedious task. Fortunately, there
oS a consensus tree method that helps with this. Margush and McMorris (1981) deed the -'I, family of consensus tree methods . One of these is the I1Injority-rule
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consenslIS trce. A consensus tree is, as we shall see in more detaH in Chapter 30, a

tree that sununari zes a series of trees. Margush and McMorris's majority-rule con-

sensus tree is simply a tree that consists of those groups that occur in a majority
of the trees. It ma y not be obvious that these will form a tree. In fact, they wil l. If
two groups each occur in more than 50% of the trees, then there must be at least
one tree that has both of them. If two groups are compatible, then they are either
disjoint, or identical, or one must be contained within the other. Suppose that we
make up for each group a 0/1 character, which has 1s for each species that is in
the gro up, and as otherwise. The compatible grou ps will then all ha,·e compatible characters. The pairwise compatibility theorem that we saw in Chapter 8 then
guarantees that all these groups can be placed on the same tree.
The majority-rule consensus tree is found by tabulating all groups that occur
on all trees and retaining those that occur on a majority of the trees. When

,·ve lIse

it on the bootstrap estimates of the tree, the result is a single tree. All of the groups
that appear on it are present in nlore than 50% of the bootstrap estimates. A simp le
extension of the majority-rule consenSllS tree is to note, next to each group, in ,·vhat

\

fraction of bootstrap replicates it has appeared. We can quickly see which groups
have strong support, and which weak support. Figure 20.3 shows five trees and
the resulting list of partitions of the species, as well as the majority-ru le consensus
tree.

The P value for each branch is intend ed to give an estimate of the amo un t of

support the branch has. As we shall see below, this number turns out to be biased,
underestimating the va lue of P when it is large.

The multiple-tests problem
One problem w ith the use of these P va lues is that w e ma y not knmv in advance

which group interests us. If we instead look for the most strongly supported grou p
on the tree and then report its value of P, we have a " multiple-tests problem"
(Felsenstein, 1985b). If there were actually no Significant evidence for the existence of any of the g roups, then P values on th e branches ,·vould be dra\vn from
a uniform distribution, with 5% of them expected to fall above 0.9S. So one out of
every 20 branches of a tree would be expected to reach the "significance" level of
0.9S.
One way to correct for this is to use the \veU-kno\vn BOIiferrolli correctiol1. fn
this case that simply amowlts to dividing the desired tail probability (say O.OS)
by the number of tests. Thus if we ,-v ant to know for which value of P the most
s ignificant out of

1'1

tests has only a 5% chance of reaching that , 'alue, when the

null h ypothesis (of no significant structure) is true, we should require our groups
to altain a support of P = 1 - 0.05/ n. Thus with (say) 15 groups in a tree, the
P val ue required for Significance would be taken to be 1 - 0.05/ 15 = 0.99666.
This is a conservative procedure and allows for us to find the most Significantly
supported group out of n, even when the support fo r different groups is not qu ite
independent.
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Independence of characters
The most telling criticism of the b ootstrap for phylogenies is that the assumptions
of independence of the characters may not be met (Felsens tein, 1985b). The easiest
way to see what effect this has is to imagine a case in which pairs of characters are
identical. In other \.v ords, in collecting characters, we have inadvertently collected
two characters that are so closely correlated that they are effectively providing the
same infornlation about evolution. VVe have done this so often that each character
has, sOlne\vhere in our data, an identical partner.
A little consideration will show that the proper method of bootstrapping
would be to dra\v once for each identical pair, as we then have n / 2 independent characters, not 1l . The proper bootsh'apping teclmique would be to draw
n/2 times, each tinle dravving one character. If instead we draw n times, we will
be sampling too often, the variation benveen bootstrap sanlples will be too small,
and the trees they generate w ill be too similar. The re wi ll appear to be more corroborating ev idence for groups on the tree than there really is.
Less complete correlation between characters IS more realistic. It will cause
simi lar problems - the appearance of too much eviden ce for groups on the tree.
Unfortunately, there is usually no easy way to know how much correlation there
is between characters, and thus no easy way to choose the number of characters
to d raw in a bootstrap sample. Tn certain cases, such as nlolecular sequences, one
ma y be able to assume that the correlation of characters occurs nlostly between
nearby sites in the sequence. For example, we might ha ve correlations that a t:~
mostly betw een sites that are within five nucleotides of each other.
Kunsch (1989) has proposed a block bootstmp method that can cope with that
correla tion. H e suggests drawing, not single sites, but blocks of B sites, the starting position for each block being drawn at randonl. Instead of drawing n individual sites, he d raws nl B blocks of B sites, so that the bootstrap sample ends up
consisting of n sites. KUnsch shm·vs that this corrects for autocorrelations along the
sequence that are no longer than n sites. If the distance betvveen correlated sites
averages five sites, then B = 10 would seem to be a good choice. If we are mistaken and there is actually no autocorrelation, block-bootstrapping has the happy
property of being a correct method anyway.
Note that in the imaginary example above, w h ere pairs of characters have perfect correlation, if these pairs were adjacent characters, the data set would consist
of n / 2 adjacent pairs. One could use Kiinsch's method w ith, say, B = 4 in su ch a
case.

Identical distribution - a problem?
In drawing a statistical sample, one conunonly aSSlUlies that the draws are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) . This is also the assumption of the
bootsh·ap. 'Ale have seen that nonindependence is a potentially serious difficulty
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for the bootstrap, particularly if the depende nt characters are not adjacent. Is failure to be identically distributed an equall y difficult problem? I don't think so.
lt is evid ent that the evolutionary processes in different characters (and in different sites in a molecllle) can differ substantially. The differences in evolutionary
rate from site to site in molecules arc one exalnple. Given that, is there any way
to lise the bootstrap? The approach I have proposed in sllch cases (Felsenstein,
1985b) is to consider the characters as samples from a larger pool of characters.
Suppose that rates are assigned independently to sites in a molecllle, so that each
site has a rate randolllly drawn £r0111 a distribution of rates. The characters have
randomly assigned rate of evolution, and then the outcome of evolution is the resu lt of a random process running at that rate. To get the data for a character, we
draw a rate fro111 the pool of rates, then evolve the character independen tly at tha t
rate. In that case, the outcomes at the characters are still i.i.d., even though their
rates of evolution d iffer.
In that original paper, I may ha,'e created unnecessary difficulties by saying
that the bootstrap assumes that "each character is ... a random sample from a dis-

tribu tion oj all possible configurations of characters," and by describing the systema tist as sampling from "a pool of different kinds of characters," Others (Carpenter, 1992; see also Sanderson, 1995) have rejected this argument by disagreeing
w ith the notion that cha racters are dravvn fl'0111 the un iverse of all possible characters. Although the notion of there being such a universe is indeed dubious, it is
not actually necessary to the argument. All 'w e need to assume is that the characters are drawn independently from SOllle universe of characters, from some pool o f
characters.
In both molecules and morphology we may have characters that occur in

blocks, such as data sets that ha ve 10 skull characters followed by 10 limb characters, or molecules that have a fast region followed by a slow region. The issue tha t
these data sets ra ise is not identical distribution, but independence. If "ve co uld
consider sliccessive characters as independently drm<\'J1, ha ving a mix of rates of
evolution" or a mix of body regions, 'would not endanger the bootstrap. The ex-

istence of these blocks 01 characters calls into question the assertion of independence, but the heterogenei ty of evolutionary processes in the different characters
is not the problem.

Invariant characters and resampling methods
The bootstrap and related resampling methods have also been argued to be sensiti ve to the number of invariant characters included in the data set. Suppose tha t
we are using a n1ethod of phylogenetic inference, such as parsimony, tha t is not
affected by the presence of characters that show no variation. Will we get substantia lly different bootstrap va lucs by omitting the invariant characters from the
analysis? It has been repeatedly argued (Faith and Cranston, 1991; Carpenter,
1992; Kluge and Wolf, 1993; Farris et aI., 1996; Carpenter, 1996) that the bootstrap
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Tab le 20.1: The probability of a character being omitted from a bootstrap sam p le, for different numbe rs of cha racters (JY) in the data set.
Y

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

( I - 1/-" )'\'

~v

(I - 1/-\" ) \

0
0.25
0 29630
0.31641
0.32768
0.33490
0.33992
0.34361
0.34644
0.34868
0.35049
0.35200
0.35326

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

0.35434
0.35526
0.35607
0.35679
0.35742
0.35798
0.35849
0.36040
0.36166
0.36256
0.36323
0.36375
0.36417

I\"

60
70
80
90
100
150
200
250
300
400
500
1000
x

(I - l / N) N
0.36479
0.36524
0.36557
0.36583
0.36603
0.36665
0.36696
0.36714
0.36727
0.36742
0.36751
0.36770
0.36788

\vill give substan tiall y different results without the invariant characters. Harshman (1994) has argued that it w ill not.
Consider a single character that does show variation in the data set. How often
w ill it appear in the bootstrap replicates? If there are _Y characters in all, it will
be chosen with probability I/,\" each time a character is sampled. Thus it will be
omitted 1 - I / S of the time fo r each character sampled. The chance tllat it w ill be
omitted en tirely is thus (H arshman, 1994) (1 - l / S )·\· .
Adding .11 invarian t characters to a data set changes this probability by increasing the value of .\". H arshman argues that this quantity is ve ry close to being
constant at ,,- I = 0.36788, no matter wh at the value of J\J . Farris et 01. (1996) argue that it is n ot constant, that its complement (Ule probability of the character
being included) "decreases as Y increases." Table 20. 1 shows the probabilities of
the character being omitted.
The values do increase (a nd the probabilities of inclusion decrease), but not by
much: They reach 90% of their ultimate value at .Y = 6, and 99% of the ultimate
value at about .Y = 50. We can conclud e, with H arshman, that the inclusion or
exclusion of invariant characters will have little e ffect on the support given any
particular group by the boots trap method. The delete-half jackknife will behave
similarly.
Of course, if the method for inferring phylogenies assumes that all characters
are present (as do distance and likelihood method s), then we cannot drop invariant characters vvithout doing serious violence to the trees.
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Biases in bootstrap and jackknife probabilities
For years afte r the introd uction of the bootstra p me thod for phylogenies, p eople
had complained that the P values that the bootstrap me thod provided seemed
too pessimistic. Wh en they were noticeably lower than 95%, there still seemed to
be a very h igh ch ance that the groups were rcal. Zharkikh and Li (1992; Li an d
Zharkikh, 1994) carefully examined the statistical properties of this inference and
showed that the supp ort was indeed und erestimated. Hillis and Bull (1993) carried out a Jarge simulation study that read1ed the same conclusion. They argued
that a P value as small as 70% migh t indicate a significantly supported g roup.
Felsenstein and Kish ino (1993) have agreed that the bias is present, bu t they argued that it is not due to the bootstrap sampling itself, but instead to the use of a
P val ue to describe the presence or absence of particular clades. Efron, Halloran,
an d H olmes (1996) arg ued that there was not always a bias downwards; they a re
correct, but for high values of P the bias is ahnost entirely in tha t direction. Newton (1996) has verified the validity of the bootstrap for discrete entities such as tree
topologies, and h as also verified that there is this bias.

P values in a simple normal case
To show that this b ias is not d ue to the bootstrap, we argued th a t it would appear
even in cases where there \·vas no bootstrapping. For example, suppose that w e
draw n points from a normal distribution whose standard deviation is know n to
be I, but w hose mea n is unknown. We are interested in whether the mean is
positive or negative. This is analogous to asking 'whether a branch is present or
absent, w ith the value of the mean p laying the same role as the branch length. Our
estima te of the mean will be the empirical mean of the sample, .r.
To obtain a level of significance for the proposition that the true mean is positi ve, we consider tha t the sample mean is normally distributed around the true
mean with variance l i n. The conventional wa y of constructing P values is to use
pi votal statistics. Thus w e have the difference betvveen the true mean, j1 and the
sa mple mean .f, which is .T: - p. That difference has a nonnal distribution w ith
mean 0 and va riance l / n. It follows that when we m ultiply it by fo it will become a quanti ty w ith m ean 0 and variance 1. The probability that this qua nti ty is
greater than some particular value is then easily computed from tables of the normal distribu tion. We can then say, for example, that there is a 95% p robability that
fo (:1' - 1') is greater th an 1.64485. This can be turned into a statement assigning
a level of significance to the statement that I' > O. For example, if 1l = 10 a nd
'" = 0. 7, we kn ow that JjQ (0.7 - I' ) has a normal d istribution w ith mean 0 a nd
variance 1. The probability tha t I' < 0 is then the probability that a standard normal deviate lies below 3.162 x (-0.7) = - 2.21.1, which is about 0.01.!. Then the
probabili ty that I' > 0 is th us apprOximately 0.986.
We w ill have to return and ask what this really means. It seems entirely too
neat (and so it is). Bu t for the moment it tells u s how to assign a P va lue to the
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True value of mean
Distribution of individual
values of x

True distribution of sample means
Estimated distributions
of sample means

.", ..... ....

"Topology" II

..... .... .

o

"Topology" I

Figure 20.4: An example of assigning values of P to regions of a space
that resemble tree topologies. \/!"le dra,,,' a sample of points fronl a true

distribution (dashed curve) and there is a resulting distribution of the
mean of 11 such points (density ftmction with darkest line). The two
other density ftmctions shm'" what \·ve might infer this density function

to be if the mean came out a bit closer to, or a bit farther away from o.
In each case the P value assigned is given by the shaded area of the
curve.
sta tement that I' > O. We consider the distribution of x, which in this case we
know. For each observed value of .f ,·v e ask how many standard deviations awa y
from it 0 is. The area of the standard normal distribution for the appropria te tail
then gives us P. Figure 20.4 illustrates this process. It shows the distribution from
which the individual data points are drawn (the dashed curve), and the regions
above and below 0, which are the hvo "topolOgies." The density function with
the darkest curve is the true distribution of I:. TIle actual value of x could come
from anywhere in this distribution. Three possible outcomes are shovvn - having
it come out equal to the true mean p, having it come out somewhat higher, and
somewhat tm.ver. For each one we will make a different estimate

Ii

=

x, and

consider a different estimated density function. The P values we will get in each
case are the fra ctions of those distributions that are above 0 (the shaded areas of
the curv es).

The correct P val ue to assign is the tail area of the true distribution of 5:, which
tells us the probability that our samples will get the true "tree topology." The actual P values vary around this, and it is immediately apparent that they do not
vary symmetrically. When x is too close to 0, they drop substantially. When it is
too far from 0, in an event that is equally likely to occur, the P rises by a much
smaller amount.
The result is that there is a bias in P. When P should be (say) 0.95, the value
we get is on average sma ller than 0.95, leading to statements that are on average
too conserva ti ve. Figure 20.5 shows the average P values as a function of the true
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Figure 20.5: The exp ected value of P for the hypothesis tha t 11, > 0 in
the case of 71 points drawn from a normal distribution with expectation
fJ and variance 1 (as in Figure 20.4). nle expectation of P is plotted as
a function of the true probability that a sample w ill have.r > O.

P values, which are easily computed for this eX31nple (Felsenstein and Kishino,
1993). The bias of P is apparent. It is always toward 0.5, which, for the la rge
va lues w e are interested in, means that the P 'S are on average too conser vati ve.
In Figure 20.4 we can also see tha t ",.'hen the "true" value is PI the estimate Pt:
will be greater than P half of the time, and less than P the o ther half of the time. It
is less obvious, but also true, that the estimate Pe will be greater than 0.5 a fraction
P of the time. Thus when the true P ~ 0.95, the estimated P will exceed 0.95 half
of the time, and the fraction of times that P" will exceed 0.5 is 95%.
One of the sources of the conservatism of the estinlated P values is that we are
taking statements about the "branch length" l' and reducing them to statements
only about the " tree topologies" I' > 0 and I" < O. If the observed mean turns
out to be above 1.95996/ jii (the one-tailed 95% point of a normal distribution),
we will conclude that the confidence set is entirely of "topology" 1. When it is
below - 1.95996/ /ii, w e conclude the opposite, that it is entirely of "topology" D.
Anywhere in beh"een, we will conclude that both " top ologies" are possible.
If the true value of Ii were (say) infinitesimally less than 0, so that the " topology" was II, but just barely so, 'i've would draw the w rong conclusion 5% of
the time, as that is how often we would get an observed mean that exceeded
1.95096 / Iii. The other 95% of the time the confidence set would include the CO[-
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reet "topology" For any more negative va lue o f p, the probabil ity o f type I error
(fa lsely rejecting the true " topology") is less than 5%, often considerably so. For
example, when" = I0 and fl. = -0 .1, the value 1.95996/ JIO = 0.61979 is 2.27619
stand ard de viations a"vay from that true 111ean. Thus we get the false conclusion
tha t the "topology" is I only about 0.0114 of the time, as this is the fraction of a
normal distribu tion that lies beyond 2.27619.
These results are true for the analogy o f tree topologies v.1ith regions of positive
and negatiye values of a normally distributed quantity. Will similar behavior be
seen for actual tree topologies? This is not known, but I suspect tha t topologies
w ill beha\-e very similarly.
This analogy leads us to one interpretation of the bootsh·ap P value. If we see
a group that occurs a fraction P of the time, we can say that the p robability that
it would have obtained this much support if it were not actually p resent on the
true tree is less than 1 - P. Thus a group that obtains a P value of precisely 95%
will be expected to obta in tha t much support, when it is not actually presen t, less
tha n 5% of the time. We must, hmvever, note that the proof of this conservative
interp retation has not ye t been made for the case of p hylogenies.

Methods of reducing the bias
The bias of the P value becomes even greater when consider that we are in a space

of trees and consider the m ultip le topologies near each tree. As we will see, the
effect is to increase the bias. Four methods have been proposed to correct for
this bias. I will describe each briefly, and then s uggest some connections between
the m .
• The complete and partial bootstrap , Zharkikh and Li (1995) developed a
nle thod ""hieh at the time seemed strange. It looks much less s trange now
that it has been joined by other methods and the connections between them
beconle more apparent. Zharklkh and Li considered a case w here there were
J\ different character patterns, each backing a d ifferent tree topology, Using
normal approximations and simulations, they showed that the bias of the
bootstrap P value gre,,,' greater as [\- got much larger than 2. They w ent on
to derive the cOlllplete olld partial bootstrap lIIetiiad to correct these P values.
We do not know what the relevant va lue of 1\.- is for a space of tree topo logies. But they noted tha t for the case of J\' classes, if we do two bootstra p
analyses with different numbers of characters resampled, we can estimate
the effective va lues of J\. and of the probability of the correct ciass, and then
use it to correct the bias. Suppose that we draw a regular bootstrap sample
and obtain P = p • . We also do partial bootstraps, in which we samp le only
1/ 1" as ma ny charac ters (thus, if 1" = 3, we resample a numbe r of times only
one-third the number of characte rs). Call the fraction of these smaller resam plings that support that parti cular outcom e P; . Zharkikh and Li then were
able to compute from the va lues of P * and P,: w hat was the effective va lue
of ]\', and use that to correct the bootstrap P value.
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• The method of Efron, Halloran, and Holmes. Efron, Halloran, and Holmes
(1996) applied a correction d ue to Efron (1987) to get a less biased P value for
presence of a group in a phylogeny. They first bootstra p the data and infer
trees. I have noted above tha t bootstrapping can be regarded as a reweighting of characters, \Iv here each of the original cha racters has a \veight corresponding to the number of tin1es it occurs. Thus if character i occurs Hj times,
this wou ld be the same as having it have weight 71 1 , They now take the samples that do not show the pa rticular group, such as {H uman, Chimp}. For
each of these they try to adjust the weights back toward equality, so as to arrive at a set of weights that resu lts in the group just barely being absent. One
searches for the fra ction f that determi nes weights f + (1 - 1)11;, such that
these weights just barely result in the absence of the group. Efron, Halloran,
and Holmes point out that this can be done by a simple "line sea rch. " The
data set with these weights is a least fa vorable case, one that lacks the grollp
bu t comes as close as possible to the original data set. They now bootstrap
from these reweigh ted data sets. If the weights are U'i, the bootstrap draws
cha racter i with probability 71 '; . Analyzing this second level of bootstrap
samples, they see wha t fraction of the resulting trees contain the group. After
computing a constant a from the weights for each of these reweigh ted data
sets, they then use a formula from Efron (1987) to caleula te a bias-corrected
P value .
• The iterated bootstrap. Rodrigo (1993) ad ap ted methods invented by P.
Hall and R. Beran in the statistical literature to propose the iterated bootstrap.
H e uses no less than three levels of bootstrapping. First one takes the usua l
R bootstrap replicates and estimates the tree for each. Then for each of these
bootstrap sampled data sets, one bootstraps R more times from it, so that one
has done R+ R Z bootstrap samples in all. Not content with this, one goes one
more level, to make a triple bootsrap with a total of R + R Z + R" replicates.
We assume that Ollr interest is in some particular group (such as {Hu ma n,
Chim p} ), and we want to d iscover what fraction of times P it should appear
in the bootstrap estimates to make its appearance give us 95% confidence in
its existence.

We would ideally like to know the true tree, sample more data sets genera ted
on it, and see how often \ve rejected the group when it was present on the
true tree. This \·v e cannot do: 1£ we kne\v the true tree, 'we \vould not even

bother to ask the remaining questions. The iterated bootstrap takes the R
bootstrap estimates o f the tree as true, and for each takes the R2 second-level

bootstrap samples to approximate the variation of data generated on such
trees. Then the third level of sampling is used to find au t, for each of these
R Z data sets, whether the group in question would be judged to have sign ificant support. This is done for the first-level trees that have the group and
for the first-level trees that do not. These are used to approximate the proba-
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Table 20.2: P va lue for the 50% partial bootstrap at which the corrected
P value d oes not reach 0.95, for the Zharkikh and Li method and the AU
method.
ZL

P' for complete
bootstrap
0.99
0.98
0.97
0.96
0.95
0.94
0.93
0.92
0.91
0.90
0.88

P

AU

> a.D5 \vhen

P,: less than
0.9602
0.9354
0.9143
0.8952
0.8776
0.8611
0.8454
0.8303
0.8159
0.8019
0.7752

0.9704
0.9445
0.9213
0.8989
0.8776
0.8571
0.8374
0.8182
0.7997
0.7818
0.7468

I

ZL
p ' fo r com plete
bootstrap
0.86
0.84
0.82
0.80
0.75
0.70
0.65
0.60
0.55
0.50
0.40

AU

P > 0.95 w hen

P; less than
0.7499
0.7257
0.7024
0.6799
0.6265
0.5765
0.5288
0.4833
0.4394
0.3969
0.3152

0.7137
0.6820
0.6515
0.6222
0.5532
0.4899
0.4314
0.3772
0.3270
0.2804
0.1976

bili ty tha t a group that is not present will be si!,'Ilificantly supported, and the
p robabilities that a group that is present will be significantly supported .
• The AU method of Shimodair • . Shimodaira (2002) has d eveloped a me thod
similar to Zharkikh and Li's complete and partial bootstra p. It uses a series
of bootstraps of different sizes. One might be the original bootstra p, another
might sample 11 / 2 sites, and another 211 sites (which is perfectly possible
since sampling is with replacement). By fitting curves through the resulting
P va lues, he obtains constants needed for a correction formula. Shimodaira
and Hasegawa (2001) ha ve described a computer program to do this.
The correction formulas for three of the methods look generica lly similar,
which suggests that the methods are related. They have m uch in common. The
first two explore the shape of the region of d ata space that lead to infe rring the
group. The partial bootstrap (used in the Zharki kh and Li method and in the AU
method) has us spread out more w id ely from the original data set and see what
this does to the probability of inferring the p resence of the gro up. The EfronHalloran-Holmes (EHH) method moves to the nearest edge of the region and uses
the bootstrap to ask abo ut the geometry of the region there. They arg ue that they
are in effect asking about the convexity of the region in that neighborhood. Shimod aira discusses the matter in more detail and points out the close relationship of
h.is method with these two methods. lt is less easy to see that the iterated bootstra p
also does something similar, as it works more empirically w ithout any explicit geometry.
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The methods differ in computational effort. The iterated bootstrap can be quite
tiresome, as it replaces bootstrap R replica tes with more then R3 replicates. This

would replace 100 replicates by more than a million replicates. The method of
Efron, Halloran, and Holmes takes a fraction of the bootstrap replica tes, reweights
their characters, and then resamples from these. ntis will be tedious but not
nearly as burdensome as the iterated bootstrap. The complete and pa rtial bootstrap method and the AU method are the least difficult because they can be carried
out w ith as fe,,,, as hvo bootstrap samplings. Huwever, those samplings may need
a large number of replicates to obtain sufficiently accurate P values. Shimodaira
presents computer simulation results comparing the ZL, AU, and EHH methods,
and finds that AU is most accurate.
We can make tables to carry out both of these methods with two bootstraps.
Suppose that we ha ve a complete bootstrap plus a partial bootstrap that samples
half as many characters. Call their observed bootstrap P values P * and P,: respecti vely. Table 20.2 shows for each method which values of P; are small enough
to allow the bi as-corrected P to reach 0.95 for a number of different P values fo r
the complete bootstrap.
I

The drug testing analogy
In Hillis and Bull's (1993) simu lations, they asked what fraction of the time a group
that had 95% bootstrap support would be on the true tree. They found that gro ups
that had as little as 70% support had a 95% chance of being true. This was the
outcome of a simulation in which they took randoml y branching trees and evolved
characters along them .
Will this prove to be a general resul t? j£ so, then we might hope for general
rules allowing us to correct the P values and interpret the result as a probability
that the group is correct. The following Bayesian analogy shows that there is some
reason for doubting this. Suppose that we are carrying ou t product tests for a
pharmaceu tical con1pany, testing whether their drugs cure a particular disease.
We do a blind test of the proposition that the drug is ineffective, and come up with
a tail probability a for the test. Some of the time we reject this null hypothesis.
Consider a group of proposed drugs that have each achieved (\ = 0.05. What
fraction of them actually work?
It depends heavily on who selected the drugs. Thev are submi tted to us by the
drug development branch of the company. If that branch is highly competent, they
will submit to us mostly drugs that work. In that case many of them wi]J reach the
a = 0.05 threshold, and the probability that a d ru g that reaches a = 0.05 ac tually
works is then very high, probably much higher than 0.95. On the other hand, if
the drug d evelopment branch is no t competent, then the drugs they submit for
testing will mostly be ineffective . Few drugs will reach the 0.05 threshold, and
when one does, it will have a small chance of being one that actually works, being
more likely to be one of the 1 drugs in 20 that accidentally appears to work.
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Hillis and Bull (1993) had, in effect, a fairly competent drug development labora to ry. They used computer simulation on randomly branching trees. If there is a
moderate amount of evolution on the branches of the tree, and a large number of
characters, the groups recovered will tend to have a large probability of being correct. If, however, the re is too nluch change between nodes on the tree, the gro ups
recovered will reflect mostly random noise, and have a good chance of being incorrect.
We can use the normal distribution analogy to shm\' this phenomenon. Suppose that J.I itself is drawn from a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance
0 2 . We know that, for n characters, a group reaches P = 0.95 when its sample
mean .T is 1.9599G/ i n. If we take Il data points from a normal d istribution with
yariance 1, whose mean is itself normally distributed ,·vith Inean 0 and variance
a 2 , that mean, .f , will come from a normal distribution \-vith mean 0 and variance
(12 + 1/11 . We can now ask about the conditional distribution of the true II, given
the observed .1'. This too is normal. ft has mean b,t ../.' .r, where b/I..r is the regression
of /1 on :c. That regression is the fraction of the total va riance (1'2 + l /n which comes
from the variation of I', namely
(20.1 )
The variance of I' given.r is also easy to obtain. It is the resid ual va riance in
the va riance due to regression is taken out, \vh.ich can be calculated to be
,,-? - b-"

If.I

(

a-.,

+ -111 )

j.t

after

(20.2)

Using equation 20.1, this variance is eaSily shown to be
(20.3)

TI,US gi ven a group that has significance level P, we can calculate the probability
that it trul y has I' > 0, All we need to do is (1) find the standard normal deviate
2 + l / n to get the corresponding
that has area P below it, (2) multiply this by
,a lue of .i·, (3) multiply that by the regression coefficien t a 2 / (,,2 +~) to get the
mean of I', (-1-) calcula te how many standard deviations this is from 0 when the
yariance is given by equation 20.2, and (5) 'w ork Ollt what fract ion of that conditio nal distribution of I" S lies above that point. Note that 0 lies in the left tail of this
distribution of p's, and thus \ve are asking about the area above tha t point.
This has been done by Felsenstein and Kishino (1993). Figure 20.6 shows the
resu lts, with the probabi lity that I' > 0 plotted against P. The result depends
on the value of n a:1 , and these va lues are indica ted next to the curves. ''''hen
,()"' = 0.1, in effect there is ve ry little genuine s ignal (the drug development group
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Figure 20.6: The probability that I' > 0 when we draw n points from a
normal distribution w hose expectation I' is itself normally distributed
with mean a and va riance (J2. The probability is plotted as a functlon
of the P value for the observed mean. The value of ncr'] is shmvn next
to each curve.
is sending drugs that are generally ineffective). Even when a test reaches P = D.95,
the probability is not Bl uch greater than 50% that the true mean is above O. When
na 2 is 1, the curve is nearly a straight line, and when a test reaches P = 0.95, it has
a bit more than 95% chance that the true mean is above O. Hillis and Bull's (l993)
results looked more like the case na 2 = 2, as they found that when P = 0.70, the
group appea red on the true tree about 95% of the time.
111ese results are for the normal distribution analogy. What use can a user of the
bootstrap make of them? Until further simulation testing on phylogenies is done,
one has to be ca utious. We do not know whether Hillis and Bllll'S rule of tlmmb
is general. We do not know w hether other cases are silniJar in the parameters
that corrcspond to na 2 Notc that with more information (larger n) the bootstrap
becomes more conservative. One way to get a fee1 (but no more than that) for
the conservatism of the bootstrap would be to look at all the P values on the tree.
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If they are all large, this ind icates that 11 is large, and we may then cautiously
conclude that P values much less than 95% may indicate groups that have a high
probability of being true. But if the P values are mostly small, then n is not large
and \ve must be much more cautious in concluding that they indicate that a group
is true.
Berry and Gascuel (1996) ha ve argued that if correctness of trees is judged by
the symmetric difference metric (which w ill be explained in Chapter 30), and if we
could Type I and Type II errors as equally serious, the best value of P to use to
resolve the tree parnally would be P = 0.5. Their a rgu ment relies on a parncular
form of the relationship between the measured P value and the probability of
the grouping being correct, one which makes this probability 0.5 w hen P = 0.5. It
seems lullikely that this is h·ue in general, so that their proposed rule needs further
exanlination.

Alternatives to P values
Another difficulty with P values on groups is that one " rog ue" species that is of
uncertain placement can disrupt the Signal in a Inajority-rule consensus tree. If the
group ABCDEF occurs in most trees, but half of the time wi th species G in it and
half of the tinle withou t, the majority-rule consensus tree ma y not contain either
ABCDEF or A13CDEFG. The majority-rule method does not give a group credit fo r
a partial appearance, or for appearance only in a larger group. Sanderson (1989)
has suggested coping 'ivith this by setting a number II of extra individua ls allowed
into a group . Thus, if 11 is 2, w e note that ABCDEF is present whenever a group
containing those species and no more than 2 others is present. In the example
above, ABCDEF would be given high support when II = 1, as then A13CDEFG
\·vould count tmvards it being present.
Wilkinson (1996) proposed another method: computing a reduced majorityru le con senSLIS tree 'which shows trees of groups that are present among the bootstrap estimates of the trees, ,·v hen we drop various species frOlTI consideration.
Thus, dropping species G, we find ABCEDF present a large fraction of the time.
He did not present efficient algoritluns for finding the set of reduced majority-rule
consensus trees. H e notes that they require us to specify the d esired tradeoff between number of species d ropped and strength of support for g roups. A lgoritluns
to find these trees efficiently are still lacking.
In both cases some of the problems from noise a re red uced by asking a somewhat looser question. Computationa l issues aside, the question that must be faced
is whether this looser question is meaningful enough. Is it helpful to know that
the group {HLUnan, Chimp } occurs often if some additional species are allowed in
the group, if the broader gro up turns out to be {Human, Chimp, Mouse} 7
Brown (199-1a) suggests other questions: Does a group a ppear significantly
more frequently than another, and does a grou p appear sign ificantly more often
than 50%? I ca nno t see that these are useful: With enough b ootstrap replicates a
group that appea rs 51 % of the time w ill be d eclared to appear significantly more
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often than 50%. But d oes
ported? I suspec t not.

tJ~ that its appearance on the true tree is sup-

Probabilities of trees
An alternative to the puzzle of how to describe support for groups is to simply
take the distribution of trees and measu re sLlpport for the different tree topologies.
If we have a m odest number of species we may be able to look at all possible trees.
With 5 species a nd u nrooted trees, there are 15 bifurcating tree topologies, and we
can cou nt how often each of them occurs among the bootstrap estimates of the

topology. O ne way o f constructing a confidence interval on trees is then to take
the most frequent topologies until their probabilities add up to at least 95%. As
the nUlnber of species increases, it will be less and less practical to do this . The
number of possible phylogenies increases greatly, and it wiJI soon become rare
that hvo bootstrap replicates will lead us to estimate the same tree topology. We
then end up 'with two classes of tree topologies-those that occurred once, and

those that did not occur. We nught order the ones that occurred once according
to their goodness-of-fit to the original data (as judged by likelihood, parsimony,
or w hate ver crjterion w e are using). The real p roblem is that ,·\le are then not
concentrating o ur attention on the trees that contain a g roup of interest, so that we
lose power in eva luating such a group.

Tree probabilities estimated from a bootstrap are used in Lake's (1995) "bootstrapper's gambit" method . There each bootsh·ap sample has its quartets analyzed , and if these aU a re compatible, a tree is constructed from them. When the
tree probabilities are calculated, their interpretation is marred by the omission o f
aU bootstrap samples that have incompatibilities among their quar tets. Lake's tree
proba bilities mus t therefore be regarded as upper limits on the actual values.

Using tree distances
In Chapter 30 distance measures between trees will be described, in particular the
symme tric difference metric. Penny and Hendy (1985, 1986) used this difference,
together w ith the jackknife, to discover how lar lrom the true tree we a re. TIley
randomly sampled a Iraction 01 all characters, and constructed a tree lrom this resampled data . They calculated the mean distance behveen the trees from different
samplings. They could show that, as the fraction 01 characters that were sampled
increased, the trees became closer to each other. Plotting the decline 01 distance between trees against the nUD1ber of characters sampled allm·ved them to infer how
much sequence data \vas necessary to infer the true tree accurately.
MiUer (2003) has used a sinular plot (although using distance lrom a refere nce
tree rather that distance between d ifferent sampled data sets) . Like Pelmy and
Hendy, his interest is in distances behvcen trees, in order to understand the accuracy of the w hole tree.
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Jackknifing species
Ea rly on, Lanyon (1985) suggested using a jackknife across species, removing one
species at a time from the tree to see what effect this had on the estimate of the relationships of the remaining species. It is not easy to see what statistical m eaning this
jackknifing of species will have. Species are not independent and identically d istributed - they come to us on some phylogeny, where they are highly clustered .
This has been a major barrier to any attempt to ma ke a statis tical interpretation of

jackknifing or bootstrapping species instead of characters.

Parametric bootstrapping
In the bootstrap, the resampling of the data set is intended to mimic the variability
that "ve 'ivo uld get if we could sample more data sets fron1 the underlying true
distribution. Tn effect, that wo uld be wha t \·v e ·would get if we could simulate da ta
sets on the true tree using the true model. TIle data sets w e get from bootstrapping
would be simila r in the kind s of variability they contained. As we ha ve seen in the
d iscllssion of biases, the trees they yield vary arolUld the estimate that the o riginal
data set gives rather than around the true tree.

On the assumption that our estimate of the tree is somewhere near the true
tree and that our model is some'i,vhere near the true model, we could also imagine
using our estimate and making new data sets on it by computer sim ulati on. We

wo uld hope that these data sets also contain the same kinds of variability as woul d
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Figure 20.7: The parametric bootstrap. The d ata sets are obtained by
simulation on our best estimate of the h"ee rather than by resampling
colwnns of the original data matrix.
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data sets from the true tree. The data sets could be treated in much the same way
as are bootstrap sa mples. 111is method is the pnmllletric bootstmp. 111e technique
was introduced by Efron (1985). It was introdu ced for phylogenies by a number of
people (Felsenstein, 1988b; Goldman, 1993; Ad ell and Dopazo, 1994; Huelsenbeck,
Hill is, and Jones, 1996).
The closeness of the relationship between parametric bootsh·apping and the
ordinary bootstrap has led to the la tter being referred to as the nonparamctric
bootstrap. With a single variable this is particularly apparent. Sampling from the
original data is the same as sampling from an empirical histogram of data points.
This histogram is regarded as an estimate, hopefully a close one, of the original
distribution from which the data were drawn. Parametric bootstrapping replaces
this histogram with a distribution from a parametric family, with the parameters
being those that would be inferred from the data.
Figure 20.7 diagrams the process of using the parametric bootstrap w ith I?
replicates:
l. A single best estimate of the tree is made from the data set.

2. R (in this case, 100) computer simulations are then used to produce R data
sets of the same size from this tree.
3. Each of these simulated data sets is used to infer the h·ee, using the same
method used on the original data set.
4. The resulting trees are then analyzed in the same 'w ay as in the ordinary
(nonparametric) bootstrap, such as by making a majority-rule consensus tree
and P values for branches in the tree.

Advantages and disadvantages of the parametric bootstrap
Parametric bootstrapping can be used as a general replacement for nonparametric
bootstrapping. For small data sets, it will haye the advantage that it can sample
from the desired distribution, even 'when sampLing columns of the data matrix
might leave many kinds of variation in the data unrepresented. The main concern
is its close reliance on the correctness of the statistical model of evolution. When
the model is correct, the type of variation that we will get between different bootstrap sample data sets will closely mimic the type of variation that we wil l get
betvveen the sin1ulated data sets. It will not matter much whether we use pa rametric or nonparametric bootstrapping. But 'i...,hen the model is not correct, they
will behave differently. The sampling of colullU1s of the data matrix in ordinary
nonparametric bootstrapping will reflect the variation in the correct model, while
the sin1ulation in parametric bootstrapping ,vill reflect the varia tion in our ll"lCOrrect model. In this situation, the ordinary (nonparametric) bootstrap will have the
advantage. The more trust 've have in the adequacy of our model, the more we
will be willing to use instead the parametric bootstrap .
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Permutation tests
An alternati ve to resa mpling is to reorder one's data . Permutation tests are standa rd methods in nonparmnetric statistics. For example, if we ha ve two samples,
one with 34 points and one with 43 points, that are supposed to be drawn independently from the same distribution, '\ve can do a nonparametric version of at-test
by computing the difference in their means. Rather than assume we know the distribution from 'w hich they came, we can simply reshuffle the points many times.
Suppose that we take all 77 val ues and shuffle them into a random order. Take
the first 34 as being in sample 1, the second 43 as being in sample 2. Compute the
difference in their means.
if we continue shuffling into random orders, and each time compute the diffe rence of means, 'we get a large sample from the distribution of means under the
null hypothesis that the tvvo samples are from the same distribu tion. If we draw
(say) 999 such samples, we can take these d ifferences of means, and consider also
the actual difference of means. Of these 1,000 numbers, if the actual difference lies
in the top 25 or the bottom 25, we can reject the null hypothesis with n = 0.05.
Under the n ull hypothesis, all 1,000 va lues are from the sam e d istribution, and the
probability of being in these tails is 0.05.
Notice that the samples are not precisely from the full distribution because
they ahvays invo lve the same 67 numbers. Notice also that there are only a finite
n umber of possible outcomes. There are only 771 /( 3~1 ~31 ) possible outcomes, but
this is a satisfyi ngly large number, over S. l x 1021 The powe r of the test is also
dependent on the intelligent choice of a statistic. 11 the underl ying distribution is
one that generates samples whose means are dominated by a few ex treme va lues,
this test would not be particularly sensible.
A number of permutation strategies ha ve been suggested:

Permu ting species within characters
Archie (1989) and Faith and Cranston (1991) have suggested a pe rmutation test for
the presence of taxonomic structure in a data set. It is often ca lled the per1Jlu tatiol1
tail probability test (PTP). They take each character (column) in the data matrix and
shuffle its values, reassigning them to species at random. All of the columns are
shuffled independ entl y of each other. The hope is that this will produce data sets
that ha ve no phylogeny but ha ve numbers and distributions of states that are typical of the data. The distribution of goodness-of-fit measures such as likelihood or
pa rsimony score among these permuted data sets are then compared to the value
from the original d ata. If the actual value lies far enough into the tail (in the direction of higher likelihood or lower parsimony score), then there is significant
taxonomic structure in the data. Kiillersjo et a!. (1992) suggest some approximate
strategies for more ra pidly sampling trees and approximately computing the tail
probability, based on Chebyshev's ineq uality and an exponentia l approximation
to the distribution of tree lengths.
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There are two d ifficulties with the PTP test. On e is that structure ma y be detected for relatively trivial reasons. Suppose tha t two species a re sibling species
and that these are nearly identical. This may be enou gh to cause the test to be significant. It is true that there is then relatedness amon g species being detected, but
it is only this ra ther obviou s relationship between sibling species, and it does not
mean that other larger-scale relationships are being detected. For reasons similar
to this, Slowinski and Crother (1998) argue that the PTP test too readily detects
significant struc ture. Simulation tests of the PTP method ha ve disagreed whether
or not its probability of type I error is too high (Pe res-Neto and Marques, 2000;
Wilkinson et aI., 2002).
A second, and more serious problem was pointed out by 1110rne (in Swofford
et a I., 1996) . A tree w ith only a single internal node, with all linea ges branching
from it in a great mu ltifufcation, can show Significant structure in the test, if the
branches are o f substantially unequal length s. An example of slich a case is given
in that paper. One possible response to this is that such a case does have structure.
If one lineage is much longer than the others, and if the tree is unreoted and we regard it as the o utgroup, then the other species can be regarded as forming a group
di stinct fro m the ou tgroup. Kiillersj6 et al. (1992) have suggested that, rather tha n
using parsimony score to characterize the degree of monophyly, we use a total
s upport criterion, ,·vhkh is the sum over all branches of the Bremer support val ues. This w ill be zero if there is no wlambiguous support for any monophyletic
gro up. Farris et al. (1994a) gave an example data set where there was no such
unambiguous support for any monophyletic group, but where the PTP test using
parsimony score is significan t. The example sho'ws definite structure - for example, p lacing the species in a linear order - so that it is possible to argue tha t the
behavior of the PTP test is appropriate. There has been debate back and forth over
these exa mp les (Carpenter, 1992; Faith, 1992; Kallersj6 et aI., 1992; Trueman, 1993;
Faith and Ba llard , 1994; Farris et aI., 1994a; Farris, 1995; Trueman, 1996; Carpenter,
Goloboff, and Farris, 1998). 111e debate re\-oh·es around what the null hypothesis and alternative hypotheses of the PTP test really are. Some of these concerns
ha ve been raised on philosophicaJ grounds (Goloboff, 1991; Brya nt, 1992), but the
ma tter will be nlore readily resol\-ed in a statistical context. This needs more examination, so that we can Wlderstand what are the assumptions and behaviors of
the test.
In an effort to concentrate the test's attention on hierarchical structure, AJroy
(1994) has suggested using the rTP permutation strategy but comp uting differen t
s tatistics, based on the nUlnber of pairs of characters that are compatible.
A varia tion of the PTP test is suggested by Fa ith and Cranston (1991 ). The trcc
topology is held constant and the data permuted, evaluating each permutation
on th at topology. 111is is held to test whether that tree has support greater than
random. As this way the tree cannot adapt to the data, the tcst is quite likely to
reject rand o mness. Brown (1994a) suggests lIs ing the permutation while examining w hether a particular group appears Significa ntly more often among bootstrap
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estimates than among estimates from the permuted data. As the presence of al-

most any internal structure within the group can cause that to happen, this seems
unlikely to be a useful question.

Topology-dependent permutation of species. Faith (1991) developed
a version of this permutation method designed to test "vhether a specific branch,
which divides the species into h,vQ groups, is supported. He permutes the data
as above, but instead of computing the total parsimony score for each data set, he

computes the Bremer support for a given split of the species into two groups. For
each data set we must compute the difference between the best tree and the best
tree that does not contain this split. Faith argues for randomization that does not
include the outgroup species. Swofford et al. (1996) disagree and prefer randomization of each character over all species. Faith 's randomization test, the lopologJJdepel1del1t perllll1lnliol1 Inil probnbility (T-PTP) test, is designed to test whether there
is nonrandom support for that particular split.
There has also been some uncertainty as to what should be done with the outgroups in the randomization process. Trueman (1996) argued that exclusion of the
outgroup species from the randomization process was appropriate, and suggested
ways of making the test more conservative.
As with the PTP test, there has been much discussion of the usefulness and
validity of this test (Faith, 1992; Trueman, 1993; Farris et aI., 1994a; Faith and Ballard, 1994; Trueman, 1996; Faith and Trueman, 1996; Carpenter, GoJoboff, and
Farris, 1998). I note here one particular criticism. Swofford et al. (1996) concentra ted on whether other, irrelevant structure in the data could cause the tes t to
reject rand omness too often. (Farris, 1995 had earlier made an equivalent suggestion.) Swofford et al. simulated evolution on a tree of topology (0, (A, B, (C, 0 ))),
and found that the group (B, C, 0) was supported too often. The presence of group
(c, 0) thus made the randomization procedure inappropriate, as it often broke up
this group. The T-PTP test may thus have a null hypothesis of no structure an ywhere in the tree, which dilutes its focus on the monophyly of the one group. Faith
and Trueman (1996) ha ve argued that this criticism is inva lid, being based on the
wrong choice of null hypothesis.

Permuting characters
Many phylogeny inference methods are insensitive to the order of the characters
(the exception is likelihood or Bayesian methods that allow for autocorrelation
of rates among sites). It might thus seem uninteresting to permute the order of
the characters in a data set. But when there are two data sets, we might wish to
know whether they are inferring noticeably different trees. Tf the data sets have,
respectively, n 1 and 712 characters, this can be addressed by a permutation test. We
ta ke aU III + 112 characters, and allocate them randomly into two data sets of size 11.,
and ", . This is most easily done by permuting the order of the n, + 112 characters,
and taking the first n, to be the first data set and the second n, to be the second
da ta set.
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The test is carried out by doing this R times, and measuring for all of these
replications some aspect of the difference between the phylogenies inferred from
the two data sets. We add the original data set into the picture and see whether
the difference between their phylogenies is in the top 5% of these R + 1 numbers.
Permutation tests like this are standard in statistics; in systematics they go back at
least to the paper of Rohlf (1965), who did not compare phylogenies but measured
the correlation between distances inferred from both d ata sets. Penny and Hendy
(1985) used random divisions of a data set into halves to measure the average
distance benveen the resulting trees, and from that get an idea of how accu rately
the tree was being estimated. The permu tation test of whether the trees from two
data sets are sign ificantly different was introduced by Farris et aJ. (1994b) as the
illcollgruellce lellgth differellce (lLD) tes t, and independently by Swofford (1995) as
the partition hOll/ogeneity test. It is most often known by the former name.
For the TLD family of tests, one computes for each replicate (and for the
origi nal two data sets) a measure of the extent to which the two data sets result in different trees. This can be done for parsimony, distance matrix, or likelihood methods. For parsimony, suppose that T (D ) is the tree estimate from
data set D, and .\,(D . T (D )) is the number of changes required to evolve data
set D on that tree. If the data sets are Dr and D 2 , and if when combined
they are the larger data set D, then the suggestion of Farris et aJ. (l994b; Farris et aI., 1995b) is to use the measure of Mickevich and Farris (1981), which is
NCO . T ( O)) - lY (Or.T(D J)) - .Y (D 2 .T(D 2 )) , a number that cannot be negative.
(! leave it to the reader to discover why) Swofford (1995) notes that the first term
is tmnecessary as it is the same in all permutations of a data set.
There are other possible measures. For example, one could use a tree distance
(for which see Chapter 30) to measure how dissimilar the h vo trees are. Generalizations using the criteria for distance or likelihood methods are also straightforward, as long as one takes into account that higher is better in likelihood. In any
of these cases one tests whether the meastue of difference in outcome for the achlal data sets is in the top 5% of the distribution, where the other R replicates are
generated by permutation. If it is significantly extreme, this is an indication tha t
the two data sets have significantly d ifferent signal.
[LD tests have been fairly Widely used to analyze real data sets.
The ambiguity in these permutation tests is exactly what a significa nt result
implies. Trees can be different in topology and / or in branch length. Simulations
by Dolphin et al. (2000), Dowton and Austin (2002), Dadu and Lecoinh·e (2002),
and Barker and Lutzoni (2002) found that inequalities of rates of evolution in different data sets, using the same tree, could cause an elevated rate of rejection of
the null hypothesis. This suggests caution in conduding that two data sets imply
different trees.

Skewness of tree length distribution
A technique that is not really a permutation test, but which should be discussed
along with them, is the skewness test of Hill is (1991; see also Fitch, 1979, 1984),
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which is discussed more extensively by Huelsenbeck (1991) . This looks at the
numbers of changes on all p OSSible tree topologies, using parsimony. The re is
judged to be phylogenetic signal in the data if the distribution is significan tly
skewed. The rationale for th is is that a few trees of much lower score than the
others will create negative skewness. It can be computationally burdensome to
examine all possible topologies, when the number of species is not small. Th e burden can be largely avoided by instead sampling randomly from the d istribution of
all possible topologies.
This method has been criticized by Kallersjo et aJ. (1992), who gave a data set
on which it did not behave properly. The fact that skewness is affected by all pa rts
of the tree distribution, and does not concentrate its attention on the better trees,
means that it may be of linlited power in detecting phylogenetic signaL

